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Manga and anime fan cultures in postwar Japan have expanded rapidly in a 
manner similar to British and American science fiction fandoms that devel-
oped through conventions. From the 1970s to the present, the Comic Market 
(hereafter Comiket) has been a leading venue for manga and anime fan activi-
ties in Japan. Over the three days of the convention, more than thirty-seven 
thousand groups participate, and their dōjinshi (self-published fan fiction) and 
character goods generate ¥10 billion in sales.1 Contrary to the common stereo-
type of anime/manga cult fans—the so-called otaku—who are males in their 
twenties and thirties, more than 70 percent of the participants in this fan fic-
tion market are reported to be women in their twenties and thirties.2 Dōjinshi 
have created a locus where female fans vigorously explore identities and desires 
that are usually not expressed openly in public. The overwhelming majority of 
women’s fan fiction consists of stories that adapt characters from official me-
dia to portray male–male homosexual romance and/or erotica. This particular 
trend of fan fiction writing is known as slash in English-speaking countries, 
and as yaoi (also transcribed as 801) or BL (boys’ love) in Japan. Women’s explo-
ration of male homoerotic subtexts in mass media makes fan fiction a rich and 
vital vehicle for reframing female fans’ gendered identities and sexual desires.
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The prominence of this fan fiction genre by women for women—in Japan 
and increasingly in global fan markets as well—poses several critical ques-
tions surrounding fan culture and gender. First, the male homosexual parody 
is an intriguing case that embodies the complex relationships fans have with 
the mainstream media. These dōjinshi represent the conflict between fans’ 
love for and critique of the sources that are being parodied. I will analyze 
some BL parody manga based on the assumption that slash parody is one 
form of women’s reaction to the male-centered mainstream media. Second, 
gender seems to impact fans’ relationship to the mass media, thereby form-
ing fundamental connections between being a woman and writing fan fic-
tion. The gender distinctions in society seem to extend to values concerning 
media production and distribution, thereby questioning women’s role in do-
mestic consumption and reproduction. I will examine how male characters in 
fan fiction reflect gender norms for women in social contexts, especially ideas 
surrounding family and marriage.

Before any discussion, however, it seems necessary to explain the 
Japanese terms used to signify the genre. Whereas slash is often used as a 
convenient replacement, this English term blurs many of the fundamental 
conditions presumed in the common usage of Japanese genre names. West-
ern scholars have defined slash as a “subset of fan-fiction which eroticises the 
homosexual bonds depicted between media heroes” and “a form of fan fic-
tion (i.e. fiction written by and for fans on a not-for-profit basis) that centers 
around romantic and/or sexual encounters and relationships between same-
sex characters drawn from the mass media.” 3 The Japanese terminology 
for male homosexual fiction targeting female readers ranges from shōnen’ai 
(boys’ love), bishōnen (beautiful boy), tanbi (aestheticism), and bara (rose) 
to Juné (the title of a magazine in this genre), yaoi, boys’ love (bōizu rabu), 
and fujoshi.4 While slash and these Japanese terms may appear similar, three 
fundamental differences divide English and Japanese understandings of this 
genre. First, these Japanese terms do not reflect the West’s standardized dis-
tinction between original fiction and secondary fiction (fan fiction, parody), 
although different terms carry different connotations. For example, the term 
yaoi (an abbreviation for “no climax, no ending, no meaning”), reflects ten-
dencies common in dōjinshi such as incoherent plots and the absence of a 
climax or resolution, whereas the “boys’ love” label originates from the pub-
lishing industry, which used it for commercial purposes. This parallels the 
historical shift in terminology from yaoi, a term associated with the rise of 
fan fiction in the mid-1980s, to “boys’ love,” which stemmed from commercial 
investments starting in the 90s.5 The interchangeability of these words in 
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common use indicates that Japanese slash includes a wide range of fiction, 
from original texts by mainstream writers to parodies by cult fans, thereby 
lacking a clear distinction between primary and secondary writings, or com-
mercial fiction and not-for-profit fan fiction. Second, whereas in the West 
“many science fiction and fantasy sources have proved popular with slash fic-
tion writers,” including Star Trek and The Lord of the Rings, Japanese slash 
embraces a wide variety of genres from sports and school romance to samurai 
and robots.6 Slash in English may connote certain generic classifications, but 
the Japanese terms do not designate any particular genre of the parodied 
text. Third, the majority of Japanese slash parodies manga and anime, which 
usually results in manga narratives. This enables the writers and fans to ex-
plore graphic aspects of romance far more extensively than English slash, 
which is mostly written as prose fiction. These characteristics in Japanese 
slash generally point to the blurring of various boundaries assumed in Eng-
lish fan fiction, especially between original and parody, fantastic and realistic 
settings, or graphic and nongraphic texts. Due to this variety, Japanese fans 
have found it difficult to use a single term to refer to the entirety of the cul-
ture. For this essay, I will employ the abbreviation BL to signify Japanese 
male–male romance for women.

The genealogical background of BL is another factor essential for under-
standing the genre. The broad spectrum of BL fiction owes much to the prev-
alence of manga for female readers, especially girls’ romance manga (shōjo 
manga) in the early 1970s. The emergence of shōnen’ai is usually ascribed to 
two writers, Hagio Moto and Takemiya Keiko, whose incipient works in this 
genre are respectively Tōma no shinzō (1974, The heart of Thomas) and Kaze 
to ki no uta (1976–84, The song of wind and trees). This generic mutation of 
shōjo manga is considered a reaction to preceding trends in shōjo manga or, 
more precisely, a solution to the limits of the genre.7 In contrast to the 1960s 
romakome, light-hearted romantic comedies modeled after American TV dra-
mas, the early ’70s mainstream shōjo manga were serious and melodramatic 
models of romance, heavily superimposed with the supposedly Western con-
cept of love as tragic self-sacrifice and emotional expressivism.8 Sex, for the 
heroine, is often the ultimate form of self-sacrifice where she must prove 
the truthfulness of her love by “overcoming” the fear and pain associated 
with the act, rather than accepting or even enjoying it. The shift from shōjo 
romance to BL signals changes in the conceptualization of love, from the sur-
render of the female body for the sake of love to the mutual exploration of 
love, sexuality, and erotic desire between two protagonists. The late-’70s de-
velopment of the fan fiction market further confirms the impact of this new 
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trend in shōjo manga. Aside from the fact that the emergence of BL coincides 
with the first phase of the fan fiction market, almost 90 percent of the at-
tendees at the first Comiket in 1975 were reported to be female, and most of 
them were fans of Hagio and Takemiya.9 This organic connection between 
shōjo manga and BL fan fiction indicates the closeness of fan fiction culture 
and women’s romance genres.

CritiCal aPProaChes to studies of slash

Academic studies have assigned a relatively minor role to gender in explor-
ing the nature of fan cultures. For example, gender may not predetermine 
fundamental differences in fan activities, as “the cult fan–text attachment 
is far from being gender-specific”; gender differences surface in the contents 
and the degree of fan activities but not in the forms of fan culture itself.10 For 
this reason, the question of how gender impacts the structure of fan culture 
is easily neglected, even though a number of studies reflect on gender differ-
ences in fans’ reactions and tastes. A significant portion of scholarship on 
the subject stems from the field known as reception studies, in which gender 
differences in reader/viewer responses are analyzed. One of the most influen-
tial works is Henry Jenkins’s comparison of female fans of Star Trek to male 
fans of Twin Peaks, which argues that men and women have different reading 
strategies.11 Drawing upon David Bleich’s reader response theory, Jenkins 
observes that female fans of Star Trek tend to be concerned with emotional 
realism and focus their interests on “the elaboration of paradigmatic relation-
ships” and “character psychology,” whereas male fans of Twin Peaks tend to 
acknowledge the powerful presence of the author and focus on their “textual 
mastery” of narrative enigmas.12 This gender division is further maintained 
in his study of Star Trek slash, a category of “the female fan culture” 13 that 
treats psychological aspects of the relationship and sexual intimacy between 
Kirk and Spock.

Even though his examination of female fans employs a more sociologi-
cal approach than Bleich’s psycholinguistic determination of gender-specific 
reading practices, Jenkins’s study sustains the idea that female viewers tend 
to be easily immersed in the emotional reality of characters, often ignoring 
the plausibility of settings or plots. He ascribes these gendered divisions to 
the viewers’ socially differentiated backgrounds: women are forced to read 
male-centered texts and eventually learn to appropriate them into feminine 
paradigms of emotional realism. This standpoint provides an optimistically 
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monolithic model where female fans’ reading 
practices naturally defy the male-centered ide-
ologies inscribed in the original media. Recent 
studies, perhaps in reaction to Jenkins, typically 
question the view that women take the posi-
tion of resistance or opposition to mainstream 
media. They present slash as a more complex 
process of discourse reception,14 or as an inter-
pretive activity that partly reflects dominant ide-
ologies in popular media, especially in parodied 
sources15 or mainstream heterosexual romances 
for women like Harlequin.16 Ien Ang’s study of 
the soap opera Dallas also suggests that Dallas 
lovers are clearly aware of the “ideology of mass 
culture,” i.e., the common idea that “mass culture 
is bad,” yet show careful and complex negotia-
tions with the mainstream ideologies expressed in Dallas, through irony and 
acceptance.17 It seems that fans’ reactions are not based on meanings that can 
be clearly separated through established lenses of resistance to or compliance 
with the mass media: rather, fans’ relationship to the media is often described 
as a series of careful negotiations among contesting opinions.

Another strand of theories that address fans’ contradictory reactions to 
mainstream media stems from Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of cultural economy 
and its application by John Fiske. Bourdieu’s cultural economy model em-
ploys the metaphor of economy to examine culture, arguing that “cultural 
tastes can be mapped onto economic status within the social space.” 18 In this 
theory the top layer of society (the tasteful and rich, like doctors, lawyers, 
and so on) owns both cultural and economic capital, while the subordinate 
layer does not have either. Between these extremes exist those with more 
cultural than economic capital (for example, academics) and those with more 
economic than cultural capital (for example, business people). Fiske argues 
that, although fan culture centers on popular culture (low culture for the 
subordinates), fans’ discourses and activities often employ the authoritarian 
discourses of the upper class and, more importantly, that fans collect com-
modities that supposedly possess high cultural capital but little economic 
value. Accordingly, fandom invests in popular culture in opposition to official 
culture, and simultaneously reworks values in it.19 

The case of Japan poses several problems with Bourdieu’s proposition. 
The myth that Japan is a homogeneous society without class difference may 
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affect the way Japanese fans perceive and express tastes for high or low cul-
ture. Furthermore, as Fiske himself admits, gender is not taken into account 
in Bourdieu’s model, whereas Japan’s fan fiction market largely depends on 
gender distinctions. In terms of cultural taste’s adherence to class difference, 
Kenji Hashimoto argues that “the relationship between Japanese classes and 
culture” reveals “many of the characteristics that Bourdieu ascribes to ‘cul-
tural capital,’” 20 and it seems safe to apply the same model to contemporary 
Japan, although to a limited extent. A far more serious Japan–West discor-
dance can be found, however, in women’s intragenerational class mobility. 
Since women’s employment opportunities are highly limited in Japan, more 
than 70 percent of Japanese women start their careers in the working class 
only to attain a dramatic income increase later, despite being unemployed 
(i.e. upon marriage).21 Hypothetically, women do not have a class location of 
their own, and therefore it is likely that class is an irrelevant factor for deter-
mining Japanese women’s cultural activity. Although possibly mediated by 
their husbands’ or fathers’ class location, women’s location in the class struc-
ture tends to be either highly fluid (if married) or consistently low (if single). 
Given that BL fandom is dominated by women in the age range that roughly 
corresponds to the average age of a woman’s first marriage, it is possible that 
women’s culture expresses the highly incoherent and mobile quality of their 
economic positions, due to marriage and childbearing.22 Thus what we should 
take into account in the study of women’s fan fiction culture is their gender-
specific socioeconomic experience rather than their vague class location.

bl as a Market

Users on the 801 board of the vastly popular Internet forum 2channel say that 
only 10 percent of the BL fans they know “come out” in public.23 While 2chan-
nel is in no way a reliable source of data, this common statement faithfully 
designates the way female fans regard BL as a “triple stigma”: it is not simply 
pornographic and homosexual, but it also concerns women loving male–male 
homosexuality.24 The BL market has thus grown in relatively hidden lines of 
commerce—in the dōjinshi market since the 1970s and in the Internet and cell 
phone networks from the 1990s to present. Due to the fans’ deliberate secrecy, 
the market size is difficult to measure, yet researchers’ recent attention to the 
cross-media industry surrounding anime, manga, games, and so on has suc-
ceeded in shedding some light on female consumers active in this genre. The 
BL market covers a rather diverse range of media formats and distribution 
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channels, including novels, manga, anime, PC/video games, dōjinshi (manga 
and novels), parody videos at video-sharing Web sites, voice-only drama CDs, 
blogs, and so on. Today, novels and manga in the genre can be easily obtained 
at most bookstores. The major manga magazines now exceed fifteen titles, 
including Comic Juné, BOY’S Piasu, BOY’s LOVE (all published by Junet), CIEL 
(Kadokawa Publishing), Magazine BExBOY (Libre), Hanaoto (Hōbunsha), and 
Drap (Core Magazine). Many of the popular stories, short or serialized, are 
then reprinted in paperbacks (called komikkusu, or “comics”). About twenty 
publishers have BL brands in their paperback novel businesses, which results 
in thirty labels today, such as Kadokawa’s Ruby paperbacks, Libre’s b-Boy 
Novels, and Ōkura Shuppan’s Aqua Novels. Aside from these commercial 
businesses, fans write and publish dōjinshi, which are sold at conventions 
and at some bookstores as thin booklets or anthologies. Research conducted 
in 2004 by the Nomura Research Institute (NRI) shows that women active 
in writing fan fiction constitute 12 percent of the entire “maniac consumer” 
population, which equates to approximately 200,000 people.25 This survey 
may not include nonmaniac consumers who spend, say, “only” $300 per year 
to read BL manga and novels and do not write fan fiction.

The financial scale of the market poses yet another challenge for both 
academic and business researchers. In the NRI research results cited above, 
the category of “women active in fan fiction writing” spends approximately 
¥15 billion annually for manga, anime, and games alone, which equals an 
average of ¥75,000 per person (US$680 2005 dollars). The TV documentary 
program NONFIX featured a special focus on fujoshi, which estimated the BL 
market size as approximately ¥12 billion.26 Increws, a company that runs a 
search engine for cell phone manga in the BL genre, states that women in 
their twenties and thirties who read BL manga are leading the cell phone 
electronic text market.27 It is clear that more companies are investing capital 
to promote economic growth in this genre, yet the BL market seems highly 
unpredictable. BiBLOS, one of the largest and oldest publishers in the BL 
genre (original publisher of the b-Boy brand magazines and paperbacks cur-
rently released by Libre), went bankrupt in 2006; and in 2007, a popular BL 
parody writer was prosecuted for evading taxes on her ¥200 million income 
generated from three years of writing fan fiction.28 

Despite market volatility, the dōjinshi culture in Japan embraces a surpris-
ingly wide variety of parodied sources, unlike English-language slash, which 
tends to focus on a relatively small number of mainstream texts. Figures 1 
and 2 list the most popular titles parodied in BL fan fiction. Figure 1 shows 
when these titles were popular enough to exist as independent subgenres 

fig1, 2
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genre naMeS at CoMiKet
(magazine title and period in which the original was serialized,  
and period of TV broadcast)

CategoriCal 
SeCtion given  
at CoMiKet

PerioD WHen  
tHe genre  
CoDe exiSteD  
in CoMiKet

Captain Tsubasa (Kyaputen Tsubasa)
(Shonen Jump 1981–88; TV anime 1983–86)

anime 1987–1999

Saint Seiya (Seinto Seiya)
(Shonen Jump 1985–1990; TV anime 1986–89)

anime 1987–1995

Samurai Trooper (Yoroiden samurai torūpā)
(TV anime 1988–89)

anime 1989–1999

Takahashi Rumiko for men 1987–1994

Tanaka Yoshiki, Kikuchi Hideyuki novel 1988–1997

Yu Yu Hakusho and other Togashi Yoshihiro manga
(Yu Yu Hakusho, Shonen Jump 1990–94;  
TV anime 1992–95)

manga 1993–2002 

Slam Dunk (Suramu danku)
(Shonen Jump 1990–96; TV anime 1993–96)

manga 1994–2002

Sailor Moon (Bishōjo senshi Sērāmūn)
(Nakayoshi 1991–96; TV anime 1992–97)

for men 1995–1998

Gundam Series
(Gundam Wing, 1995; Gundam Seed, 2002–3;  
Gundam Seed Destiny, 2004–5, Gundam 00, 2007–9)

anime 1995–

One Piece
(Shonen Jump 1997–present; TV anime 1999–present)

manga 2000–

Naruto
(Shonen Jump 1999–present; TV anime 2002–present)

manga 2001–

Prince of Tennis (Tenisu no ōjisama)
(Shonen Jump 1999–2008; TV anime 2001–05)

manga 2002–

Full Metal Alchemist (Hagane no renkinjutsushi)
(Shonen Gangan 2001–present; TV anime 2003–04)

manga 2004–

figure 1. Some of the media texts that gained their own genre names at Comikets due to their popularity in the 
dōjinshi market.
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at Comiket. At Comiket, dōjinshi are divided into several generic sections, 
which are original fiction, manga parody, anime parody, game parody, novel 
parody, dansei muke (for men), music/variety (real people), and others. This 
classification presupposes that almost all dōjinshi outside the “for men” cat-
egory are for women and general readers. Figure 2 shows some of the popular 
BL parody dōjinshi at a bookstore. These tables prove that the works most 
frequently parodied in BL dōjinshi predominantly come from boys’ media, es-
pecially manga serialized in Weekly Shōnen Jump (Shūkan shōnen janpu) and 
their adaptations into TV animation series. The contents of dōjinshi range 
from comedies punctuated with erotic jokes to short nonerotic anecdotes 
that could be inserted in the original. Overall, as the term yaoi (“no climax, 
no ending, no meaning”) implies, the plot elements are weak and dependent 
on the originals, although the semantic depth of images and fragmented epi-
sodes can create lasting impressions.

In the following section I will examine the conventions in boys’ fiction 
that are frequently applied and transformed in BL parody. By applying the 
theoretical model of fans’ relationship to official media discussed earlier, 
I intend to explore the interface between what female fans seek and what 

genre = title of tHe original MeDia ParoDieD in DōJinSHi
(Source and period of the original’s serialization)

# of titleS

Reborn!
(Shonen Jump 2004–present; TV anime 2006–present)

493

Gundam 00
(TV anime 2007–8, 08–09)

358

Big Windup!
(Afternoon 2003–present; TV anime 2007)

129

Gin Tama
(Shonen Jump 2003–present; TV anime 2006–present)

125

Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya (Suzumiya Haruhi no yūutsu)  
and its sequels
(novels 2003–present; TV anime 2006)

106

Code Geass
(TV anime 2006–7, 2008)

89

figure 2. The popular dōjinshi genres in the “for women” category at Toranoana, a major dōjinshi 
store chain (online listing as of November 2008).
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mainstream discourses in boys’ popular media provide, especially around the 
issue of family and social bonding. What is called the “official media” here is 
thus mostly shōnen manga and anime, especially popular series from Shōnen 
Jump that feature physical/psychic battles and sports. Whereas many titles 
with BL tendencies and some anthologies of BL parodies are also official pub-
lications and TV productions, I will follow this narrow definition of the of-
ficial media to mean the original sources parodied in fan fiction.

bl Parodies and shOnen Manga

The fundamentals of Japanese boys’ comics, known as shōnen manga, are 
largely represented by the best-selling manga magazine Weekly Shōnen Jump, 
which publishes more than two million copies every week. Its readership con-
sists of 90 percent male readers and 80 percent teenagers, with the greatest 
percentage around age fourteen.29 Manga texts in this magazine vary, but the 
values most appealing to female fans include the main characters’ willingness 
to work hard and overcome obstacles, and an equal relationship between the 
hero and his opponent, which develops into a mutual sympathy as each tries 
to achieve the same goal by different means.30 This last theme is clearly at-
tractive to female fans, judging from Shōnen Jump manga as well as other 
popular non-Jump texts such as Studio Sunrise’s Gundam anime series.31 This 
phenomenon in Japan seems to share much in common with the popular 
pairing of Harry and his “perpetual foil” Draco in Harry Potter slash.32 What 
composes the central theme in many BL parodies is the bond between two 
(or more) male characters primarily built on their equal relationship; here 
“equal” is measured in battles and competitions based on matchable natures 
and degrees of ability. The often action-centered depiction of the original re-
lationship transforms into parodies that emphasize interactive psychologi-
cal tactics to overcome and surpass each other, which further matures into 
mutual affinity as equal partners. In a scene from a BL parody of the popular 
manga Reborn! two characters fight each other to prove their dominance and 
battle technique, a direct continuation from the original.33 The monologue, 
however, compares the rival with a puppy who is afraid to be cared for and 
touched, which then suggests this character’s subconscious need to be em-
braced and the other’s desire to embrace (Figure 3).  

The general emphasis on equal relationships and gender ambiguities is 
something BL parodies share with English slash, which Western scholars 
have described as including “androgynous qualities of each [character],” a 

fig3
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figure 3. A scene from slash fiction of Reborn!  by Aoi Rebin, entitled Aoi Rebin—Ban’yu (Tokyo: 
Pict Press, 2008).
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“diversity of identifications and object relations,” 
and “the political implications of textual poach-
ing.” 34 While these mark some of the most sig-
nificant aspects of slash, BL parodies—and fan 
responses in a wider context—present a more 
complicated mix of conflicting ideas that simulta-
neously oppose and sustain the values expressed 
in the official media. Drawing on Ien Ang’s theory 
discussed above, fans who are critical of the narra-
tive conventions of slash do not necessarily intend 
to attack or extinguish them. Fans may be fully 
aware of its “bad taste,” as exemplified by the pe-
jorative terms like “rotten girls” (fujoshi) that they 
voluntarily apply to themselves. It seems that fans 
are actively reworking the contradictory values at 
the intersection of different social discourses and 
that they still continue to love this “bad practice” 

because—to quote the title of a popular BL cross-media product—“I can’t 
help it because I like what I like.” 35 In order to clarify the contradictory re-
lationship of fan fiction to the original media, I will discuss two paradoxes 
particularly prominent in BL parodies: homophobia and misogyny in male–
male homosexual pairing, and an equal relationship based on conservative 
gender roles. Instead of stating that these “negative” traits are shortcomings 
to be improved upon by future fans, I consider contradictions as necessary 
components of BL.

A certain degree of homophobia has been identified in English slash, 
which scholars address as a defect that both fans and scholars hope to im-
prove.36 Many BL texts, parody or original, similarly make male characters 
express homophobia.37 It is not uncommon in BL that a character confesses 
his love with the cliché “I’m not gay; I just love [fill in the blank].” 38 If char-
acters do not make this statement, they live as if women were either extinct 
or entirely excluded from society. This general tendency of disparaging gay 
men and women in BL explicitly mirrors wider social stereotypes, especially 
those concerning gay men’s promiscuity and perversion and women’s impu-
rity.39 The difficulty of understanding the homophobic tendency in BL equally 
signifies the difficulty of judging the gender of these male characters—why 
do gay characters, created by women, hate or exclude gay men and women, 
and should they be even considered gay? Japanese critics and fans alike have 
widely acknowledged that these characters are not really gay men, or even 
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men: they are just agencies for ideal romance in some imaginary communal 
space.40 This viewpoint resembles Joanna Russ’s early account of Star Trek 
Kirk/Spock slash, in which she argues that Spock is a kind of “code” for the 
love and sex women want, and thus his sexuality is “only nominally male.” 41 
Russ’s argument has not been actively supported by scholars, perhaps be-
cause it is inconsistent with current queer scholarship. However, it seems 
most appropriate to hypothesize that BL characters are self-projections of fe-
male writers/readers living in the heteronormative world and therefore that 
homophobia and misogyny are almost essential narrative devices for con-
structing ideal romances as envisioned by women.

Several important narrative functions of BL are contingent on homo-
phobic and/or misogynist settings. In the universe of ideal romance, char-
acters overcome the taboo of homosexuality, thereby proving that their love 
is truer and purer than that of heterosexual couples and “real” gay men.42 
This superior love is also endorsed by the sexual continence of the original 
fictional characters, who work hard but show no or little interest in romance. 
Shōnen manga characters tend to have strong passion for martial art battles 
or sports, the mastery of which is measured not by technique but by team-
work and by how they save their nakama or members of their virtual fam-
ily. Extrapolating from this concept of male friendship, the ideal romantic 
love in BL is a clean and honest relationship of mutual caring, in contrast to 
the “corrupt” relationship that starts from romantic or erotic motivations, 
commonly represented by “real” gay men and women. For example, Ozaki 
Minami’s Zetsuai 1989, a direct spinoff of her own Captain Tsubasa dōjinshi, 
narrates the depth and seriousness of the love between the two male pro-
tagonists using the visual language of their artistry in playing soccer (Figure 
4).43 The illusion of an equal relationship in male–male romance necessitates 
the exclusion of the people whom public society considers to be morally de-
graded and inferior. In this milieu, female fans of male–male romance do not 
try to overturn the gender norms; they attempt to reconstruct respectable 
forms of love using existing materials from their heteronormative society. In 
other words, if the main characters were lesbians, the plot would constantly 
have to deal with their fight against social stigmas imposed on their female 
bodies and their sexual orientation, which (for these readers) could no longer 
be enjoyable as romance.44 

This argument leads to the next point, which is the equal relationship 
on the basis of conventional gender roles. Most BL parodies translate the 
relationship of two male characters, originally depicted in a rivalry or power 
battle, into a romantic relationship that is built solely on their abilities and 

fig4
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honest competition, thereby creating the impression of equality and sym-
pathy. But their sexual and domestic roles are often constructed as mascu-
line and feminine, and these roles are usually irreversible within the same 
story world—although different writers may choose different pairings. BL 
parody dōjinshi denote their featured couples using “x,” as in “Ken x Koji” (a 
pairing of Ken and Kojirō from Captain Tsubasa): the former is seme (the ag-
gressive, masculine role) and the latter uke (the passive, feminine role). This 
terminology apparently differs from gay slang terms for sexual roles, such as 
tachi (literally “to stand,” “erection”) and neko (literally “cat”), which in itself 
evinces BL fans’ distinction between BL gay men and actual gay men. Rapes 
are also popular plot devices to the degree that the uke is unaware of, or un-
prepared for, consenting to the sexual act. The power difference is explicitly 
depicted in manga’s graphic representation as well, often exemplified by the 
uke’s visible nipples and by his anus, which resembles a vagina.45 Sex scenes 
in BL also rarely depict what would be considered by society deviant sexual 
acts and instead sustain the top/bottom power relation—the seme and the 
uke closely mirror publicly standardized gender roles. This fact contradicts 
the equal relationship implied in both the original and parody. Consider an 

figure 4. A scene from Ozaki Minami’s Zetsuai 1989, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Shūeisha, 2002).
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example taken from the sequel to the text discussed above, the BL parody of 
Reborn!46 Whereas the characters’ mutual caring and competitive attitudes 
continue, their roles are fixed to the masculine and the feminine in the sex 
scene (Figure 5). If BL pairings are based on the equal and reflexive qualities 
of the two characters, the clear passive/aggressive divide in their sexuality is 
paradoxical.

One answer to this “homosexual’s hetero-
sexuality” paradox is the identificatory posi-
tions held by the two characters; the clear role 
division formulates two different viewpoints 
of the subject and object of love. Unlike the 
male aggressive / female passive relationship 
typical in men’s heterosexual pornography, 
however, BL emphasizes the pleasure felt by 
both the seme and the uke, juxtaposing panels 
of each face in a shot–reverse shot style (Fig-
ure 5).47 Men’s pornographic manga usually at-
tempt to neutralize the male character’s facial 
traits or emphasize only his hands and penis 
so that pleasure is visually represented by the 
female body as an object, but BL invites the 
reader’s identification with both partners.48 
This resembles Constance Penley’s observa-
tion that slash “allows a much greater range 
of identification and desire for the women.” 49 
This close-up, reverse-shot style in BL sug-
gests that the relationship is not between the 
subject and object of love, but the subject of love and the subject of being 
loved, each embodying a subject position for female readers. But while they 
may be only nominally male, the male representation of the characters fur-
ther distances the female reader, which constitutes another layer between 
objects of love (male bodies) and the female viewer. The pleasure of viewing 
is almost purely scopophilic due to the gender gap between the characters 
in male form and the reader. The shifting perspective constitutes a “triangle 
structure of viewpoints” among the two male protagonists and the female 
reader, thereby enabling the reader to find pleasure in detecting agency in 
multiple positions that respectively fulfill different functions.50 Nobi Nobita’s 
parody of Yu Yu Hakusho, for example, visualizes this structure by contrasting 
the two male protagonists with the female characters who become intimate 

fig5

figure 5. A scene from slash fiction of Reborn! 
by Aoi Rebin, entitled Aoi Rebin—Ban’yu (Tokyo: 
Pict Press, 2008).
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with, but excluded from, the male homosexual couple.51 In one scene the two 
male characters exchange gazes with the monologue, “you are the essence of 
my forgotten past,” suggesting they are doubles (Figure 6). The female char-
acter supposedly standing next to one of the characters is not shown in this 
emotionally intense moment, but her absence provides a perspective for the 
woman who watches but is excluded from the relationship. In the BL triple-
perspective model, what drives the reader’s pleasure is the fluid oscillation 
of viewpoint between multiple subject positions marked by the act of loving 
/ being loved and the act of looking / being looked at, which requires self-
conscious critical distance from each identity locus. This argument further 
questions the idea that female readers tend to be more emotional and easily 
immersed in character psychology. On the contrary, the focus on characters’ 
internal psyche may force female readers of BL to constantly alienate each 
perspectival point from the rest in order to facilitate the fluid slippage of 
subject position. fig6

figure 6. A scene from Enomoto Nariko’s Enomoto Nariko + Nobi Nobita vol. 2 (Tokyo: Futabasha, 2002).
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ConClusion

English slash and Japanese BL parody show a number of similarities as forms 
of fan fiction: women’s reconfiguration of male relationships into a form of 
ideal love; the emphasis on equal relationships; the self-projection of female 
readers/writers onto male characters as a potential political commentary on 
patriarchal society or heterosexuality; and the reworking of gender attributes. 
My analysis of BL parodies has argued that these “positive” traits of slash 
that scholars appreciate are closely connected to their opposite characteris-
tics, such as their homophobic and misogynic tendencies, their stereotypical 
power relationships, and their reappropriation of heterosexual roles. Even 
though slash cultures are increasingly diversifying and expanding, I suggest 
that scholars consider the dynamics of the conflicting meanings fans explore 
in response to the mass media, whether those meanings appear adverse or 
favorable in the context of existing theories of cultural studies.

In this study, gender proved to be a key component of fandom. Given 
the nature of women’s fan fiction as a reaction to sociocultural norms, BL 
parodies are more likely to be the social minority’s counternarrative to the 
mainstream. It is misleading, however, to assume that this counternarrative 
simply challenges official discourses. These characteristics are closely tied to 
narrative and graphical devices that simultaneously reaffirm the conserva-
tive gender system, which evinces fans’ contradictory ways of appreciating 
and resisting the official media. Seen in light of Bourdieu’s cultural economy 
model, female fans’ active reorganization of cultural values in BL parodies 
suggests that opposite values increase through the process of fan activity: 
female fans seem to question and thereby challenge their positions of being 
socially and economically subordinate while sustaining, and further adapt-
ing to, existing gender discourses promoted in society. Because female fans 
embrace these contradictions in their cultural production, I consider fan fic-
tion to be an important nexus between men’s society and women’s ideals, or 
between the actual female body strictly regulated in society and the virtual 
body of desire that takes the form of the male homosexual. This may explain 
hypothetically why the BL culture has expanded in Japan on a scale unseen 
in other countries. The process of assimilation to and divergence from the 
patriarchal standards envisioned in BL delineates the contours of a society 
where strict gender norms exist in actual life right alongside a well-developed 
education system that equips women with ideas of equal opportunities 
(that is, the pairing of capitalism x democracy). The affluence of women’s 
image-consumption culture in Japan, from shōjo manga to cute character 
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merchandise, further helps to explain women’s role as domestic consumers, 
even as they are systematically excluded from production and ownership of 
cultural/economic capital. Women’s fan fiction seems to rest upon their frus-
trated realization of the paradox between patriarchy and equality.

While the present study relies almost solely on general genre conven-
tions of BL, some emergent trends today clearly dispute the relationship ob-
served between female parodies and male originals. Some mainstream en-
tertainment media for boys, such as relatively high-budget anime by Sunrise 
Studio, use BL clichés to secure female fans’ interest and promote secondary 
writing.52 BL fan activity is already seen as an essential condition for business 
promotion and financial success, which alters the relationship between fans 
and official media I have been discussing. Popular manga for adult women, on 
the other hand, are increasingly adapting what BL fans consider to be “yaoi-
like relationships” in heterosexual romance, i.e., the potentially romantic 
friendship based on matching abilities and competition.53 Some prime exam-
ples include Ninomiya Tomoko’s Nodame Cantabile (2001–2010) and Umino 
Chika’s Honey and Clover (2000–2006, Hachimitsu to kurōbaa), both of which 
proved enormously successful. Yet another innovative change is emerging 
from a few manga that portray male homosocial relationships so intricately 
that they seem no longer to need romantic or erotic secondary fiction be-
yond supplementary episodes provided by faithful fans. One example is Big 
Windup! (2003–present, Ōkiku furikabutte), which presents a symbiosis of 
boys’ sports manga and “yaoi-like” relationships by illustrating psychological 
growth and communication among members of baseball teams. The elements 
of human relationships in BL are quickly translating into nonerotic, often 
nonhomosexual stories that are widely enjoyed by readers beyond female BL 
fans. All these contemporary shifts imply that fan fiction and official media 
are interactively corroding the border between women’s fantasies and main-
stream ideologies—which makes us wonder if BL will disappear when the 
two grow close enough.
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